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• My summer vacation 
started not quite with 
rest, but with passing 
exams and practice. I 
successfully passed all 
the exams and went to 
practice in a clearing 
in Klepikovsky 
district, near the 
village of Seleznevo.

Seleznevo village.



• On this practice I 
learned a lot of 
interesting things, 
for example, I has 
learned to define 
a plant, its genus, 
family and 
subfamily.



•  I also learned to collect a magnificent 
herbarium that will warm me with its 
beauty this cold winter.



Our unusual 
herbariums.



Dry meadows.



weeds plants. 



flora and fauna of freshwater 
bodies of coastal areas in the 
vicinity of the camp " Polyanka“.



Morphology of 
coniferous 
forests.



Types of distribution of 
fruits and seeds of mixed 
forest plants.



А little more photos.















Аs soon as my practice was over, I went to 
Tumа.There I enjoyed spending time in my 
own home with my family and friends. We 
often went to forest lakes, organized hikes 
and picnics there.



• Then, I went with my friend to 
Moscow. There, we went every day to 
various parks, exhibitions and 
museums. Still, we often went to the 
Pirate-Marmalade store, and I want to 
tell you that there are the most 
delicious sweets.



• my friends are Nastya and 
Anya.

Moscow 2018



• Pirate-Marmalade



• After a trip to Moscow, we went to 
Gelendzhik.This was very interesting and fun! 
Every day we went not only to the beach, but 
also to various excursions. We went by jeep to 
the mountains and visited the valleys of 
waterfalls and dolmens, storm gates and tasting 
of home wine. Another day we sailed on a yacht 
to the open sea and swam there. We went to the 
park and the water park in the golden bay. Also 
we went up to Olympus, there were concerts of 
Olga Buzovaya, Philip Kirkorov and loboda.



• А little more photos.

















• Next summer, I would like 
to travel not only within 
Russia, but also to go 
abroad. That's why I want 
to learn English so that I 
can fly to another country, I 
understand its inhabitants 
and feel more comfortable, 
because English is the most 
important language of 
international 
communication.



Thank you for attention.


